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ABSTRACT
We present high resolution (0.11′′ × 0.06′′) 3 mm ALMA observations of the highly
inclined transition disk around the star T Cha. Our continuum image reveals multiple
dust structures: an inner disk, a spatially resolved dust gap, and an outer ring. When
fitting sky-brightness models to the real component of the 3 mm visibilities, we infer
that the inner emission is compact (≤ 1 au in radius), the gap width is between 18-
28 au, and the emission from the outer ring peaks at ∼ 36 au. We compare our ALMA
image with previously published 1.6µm VLT/SPHERE imagery. This comparison re-
veals that the location of the outer ring is wavelength dependent. More specifically, the
peak emission of the 3 mm ring is at a larger radial distance than that of the 1.6 µm
ring, suggesting that millimeter-sized grains in the outer disk are located further away
from the central star than micron-sized grains. We discuss different scenarios to ex-
plain our findings, including dead zones, star-driven photoevaporation, and planet-disk
interactions. We find that the most likely origin of the dust gap is from an embedded
planet, and estimate — for a single planet scenario — that T Cha’s gap is carved by
a 1.2MJup planet.
Key words: protoplanetary disks — planet-disk interactions — circumstellar matter
— planets and satellites: detection – planet and satellites: formation
1 INTRODUCTION
Transition disks are a sub-set of disks that display a signifi-
cantly reduced near-infrared emission but large mid- to far-
infrared emission in their spectral energy distribution (SED,
Strom et al. 1989). This SED-identified characteristic is as-
sociated with a depletion of warm dust particles in the inner
disk, which is why transition disks are thought to be crucial
to understand how planet-forming material is cleared out.
Recently, many transition disks have been spatially re-
solved at different wavelengths reveling a variety of struc-
tures: gaps or cavities1 (e.g. Pe´rez et al. 2014; Dong et al.
2017), spiral arms (e.g. Muto et al. 2012), shadows (some
? E-mail: equant@lpl.arizona.edu
1 We use the term “gap” to refer to an empty or depleted annular
region separating an inner and an outer disk while we use “cavity”
for an empty or depleted region that extends from the central star
out to an outer disk.
of them variable with time, e.g. Pinilla et al. 2015a), and
lopsided asymmetries (e.g. van der Marel et al. 2013; Casas-
sus et al. 2013). These observations highlight that the SED-
classified transition disks are a heterogeneous group of ob-
jects (e.g. Espaillat et al. 2014), only a subset of which may
be truly caught in the act of dispersing (e.g. Ercolano &
Pascucci 2017). For instance, disks shaped by planet-disk
interaction are not necessarily dispersing as planet forma-
tion may occur early in disk evolution and be a long lived
process.
The combination of near-infrared (tracing micron-sized
particles) and millimeter imagery (mm/cm-sized grains)
provides important insights into the origin of structures in
transition disks. In particular, cavities and gaps resulting
from pressure bumps in the gas are most pronounced at
millimeter wavelengths as mm/cm-sized grains concentrate
in pressure maxima, while micron-sized dust follows the
gas (e.g. Brauer et al. 2008). In the case of planet-induced
pressure bumps, the location of the peak emission at near-
© 2017 The Authors
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infrared and mm wavelengths can be also used to estimate
the planet mass (e.g. de Juan Ovelar et al. 2013; Garufi et al.
2013).
In this letter, we present ALMA 3 mm high-angular res-
olution (0.11′′ × 0.06′′) observations of the transition disk
around T-Chamaeleontis (T Cha). We also compare our
data with the similarly high-resolution (∼ 0.04′′) 1.6 µm
SPHERE/VLT imagery recently published by Pohl et al.
(2017). This comparison makes T Cha one of two systems,
along with TW Hya (van Boekel et al. 2017), for which mil-
limeter and near-infrared emission can be investigated at
similar spatial scales (e.g. 2.5-4.3 au with SPHERE and 1.6-
10 au with ALMA).
T Cha is a T-Tauri star (spectral type G8, Alcala et al.
1993) located in the -Cha association (at 107 ± 3pc, Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016) with an estimated age between
2-10 Myr (Ferna´ndez et al. 2008; Ortega et al. 2009). The
presence of a gap in this disk was first inferred via SED mod-
eling (Brown et al. 2007) and then later by the analysis of
NIR interferometric data (Olofsson et al. 2011, 2013). High-
resolution mid-infrared spectroscopy found evidence for a
disk wind beyond the dust gap whose properties are compat-
ible with a slow star-driven photoevaporative wind (Pascucci
& Sterzik 2009; Sacco et al. 2012). ALMA Cycle 0 observa-
tions at 0.85 mm could not resolve the gap but identified two
emission bumps separated by 40 au, suggesting a cavity of
20 au in size (Hue´lamo et al. 2015). Interestingly, a candi-
date exoplanet has been reported inside the cavity (Hue´lamo
et al. 2011), although its existence is debated (Sallum et al.
2015). The recent SPHERE/VLT scattered polarized light
images (Pohl et al. 2017) resolve the outer ring-like emission.
By fitting the observations with radiative transfer models,
the inner edge of the outer ring is found at ∼ 30 au. Pohl
et al. (2017) also give upper limits for potential embedded
planets. Using hot-start models, planets more massive than
∼ 8.5MJup are ruled out at a distance from 0.1′′to 0.3′′(10.7
to 32.1 au) from the central star. At larger separations, the
limit is ∼ 2.0MJup.
Here, we present our ALMA 3 mm observations
(Sect. 2), then our visibility fitting approach (Sect. 3), and
summarize our results, including the comparison with the
SPHERE/VLT images (Sect. 4). We discuss our findings and
address different origins for shaping the wavelength depen-
dent size of gaps and cavities (Sect. 5). We conclude that the
most likely explanation for T Cha’s gap is from planet-disk
interaction.
2 OBSERVATION AND DATA REDUCTION
Our ALMA Cycle 3 observations (Project ID:
2015.1.00979.S, PI I. Pascucci) were carried out on
October 27 and 29, 2015 with 48 12 m antennas. Of the four
Band 3 spectral windows, three were utilized for the contin-
uum emission and one was centered around the hydrogen
recombination line H(41)α at 92.03 GHz, which might trace
a disk wind (Pascucci et al. 2012). The on-source time
(∼2 h) was set to achieve a sensitivity of 9µJy/beam in the
aggregate continuum bandwidth of 6.6 GHz.
The ALMA data were calibrated using the Common
Astronomy Software Applications (CASA, McMullin et al.
2007). The initial reduction scripts were provided by the
Symbol Parameter Range Best Fit Unit
Nuker Profile – Outer Disk
Rpeak transition radius [10–60] 37.09 ± 0.07 (au)
γ inner disk index [-6–1] −3.10 ± 0.06
α transition index [10–85] 53.73 ± 12.81
β outer disk index [5–8] 6.49 ± 0.04
Gaussian – Inner Disk
A/B amplitude ratio [30–500] 336.0 ± 109.1
Rwidth gaussian width [0–4] 1.01 ± 0.28 (au)
Table 1. Model parameters, parameter space (Range), and best
fit modeling results.
North American ALMA Science Center and included phase,
bandpass, and flux calibration. We ran the scripts using
CASA 4.7.1 and created images in the continuum and in
the line using Briggs weighting and robustness parameter
equal to 0.5 (for the line we also applied a 2Mλ tapering to
increase the sensitivity). The continuum emission at an av-
erage frequency of 99.16 GHz (3.0 mm) is spatially resolved
and detected at high sensitivity, see Figure 1 where the im-
age rms is 9µJy/beam and the beam is 0.11′′ × 0.06′′ with
a position angle of -18.11o. The H recombination line is not
detected even when rebinning in spectral resolution to tens
of km/s, the expected line width. Applying self-calibration
did not significantly improve the continuum image while re-
sulting in lower spatial resolution and did not lend a line
detection. Hence, we will focus this letter on the properties
of the continuum 3 mm emission using the non self-calibrated
data.
On the image shown in Figure 1 we draw a 5σ con-
tour and measure a total flux density of 16.5±1.6 mJy (the
quoted uncertainty includes an absolute flux calibration un-
certainty of 10%). The peak S/N from our cleaned image
is 110. Our value is ∼2.5 higher than that found by ATCA
at 3.2 mm (Ubach et al. 2012), which, in combination with
the flux reported by Hue´lamo et al. (2015) (198±4 mJy at
0.85 mm), results in a integrated millimeter spectral index
of ∼ 1.97 ± 0.08. This value is close to the relationship be-
tween spectral index and cavity size introduced by Pinilla
et al. (2014) for transition disks and could be an indication
of mm-sized grains trapped at the outer edge of a planet-
induced gap.
3 ANALYSIS
The T Cha 3 mm continuum map (hereafter: 3 mm image,
Figure 1) reveals a disk with three distinct components: an
inner emission, a spatially resolved gap, and an outer ring.
In order to quantify the location and size of these structures
we use two methods – fitting model radial profiles to the vis-
ibilities and direct measurements from the 3 mm image. We
then compare our results with previously published findings
at shorter wavelengths in order to examine the wavelength
dependence of these features.
Assuming an axisymmetric disk, we model the sky
brightness by fitting parametric models to the dust contin-
uum emission in the visibility domain. To prepare the vis-
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2017)
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Figure 1. Left: Cleaned 3 mm ALMA image of T Cha (Project ID: 2015.1.00979.S). Beam is shown as ellipse in lower left and 1σ level
is 1.6mJy. Countour shows 5σ region integrated for flux density measurement reported in Section 2. Center: Best-fit model. Right: The
residuals of our best-fit model (center panel) subtracted from the unbinned ALMA image (left panel).
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Figure 2. Deprojected real visibilities from Band 3 observation.
Data are shown in gray with error bars. Model is overlaid in red.
ibilities for fitting, we center, deproject and bin the data.
The visibilities were centered using the routines uvmod-
elfit() and fixvis() within CASA. CASA’s disk model
provided the best centering fit, resulting in a center with
αICRS =11h57m13.29s and δICRS =-79d21m31.68s. The ob-
served (u, v) points from the three spectral windows are
deprojected and binned, reducing the number of unflagged
data points used for fitting from 7×107 to 3×104. During this
process, we minimize the residuals between the unbinned im-
age and our axisymmetric binned image in order to find a
fit for the inclination and position angle (PA). We find that
the optimal values for the inclination and PA are 73◦ and
113◦, respectively, which are within 2σ of the values and
uncertainties reported in the literature (e.g. Olofsson et al.
2013; Pohl et al. 2017).
To model the three disk components, we assume ra-
dial intensity profiles that combine a Nuker profile and a
Gaussian. Tripathi et al. (2017) showed that a Nuker profile
(Lauer et al. 1995) reproduces well the visibilities of a variety
of disks, including full and transition disks, with few input
parameters. It does this by producing a decreasing monotone
function for full disks, or a symmetric/asymmetric function
about a single maximum for rings. The addition of a Gaus-
sian centered at the stellar location is necessary to fit the
inner emission seen in Figure 1. The radial profile of our
model is given by
I(r) = A exp
(
− r
2
2R2
width
)
+B
(
r
Rpeak
)−γ [
1+
(
r
Rpeak
)α] (γ−β)/α
(1)
where the first term in the equation is the central Gaus-
sian and the second term is the Nuker profile. In the equa-
tion, r is the radial distance and the remaining symbols are
defined in Table 1. When Fourier transformed this symmet-
ric brightness profile can be expressed with the zeroth-order
Bessel function of the first kind J0 (Berger & Segransan
2007). We then fit the model visibilities to the binned real
part of the observed visibilities using the emcee (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2013) implementation of the Markov chain
Monte Carlo method. For our radial grid, we use r ∈ [0−500]
au with steps of 0.025 au. Our parameter space is sampled
with 1000 walkers having 500 steps each. The parameter
space explored, and the results of our fitting are shown in
Table 1. Posterior probability distributions of the sampled
parameter space are available online.
Our best-fit model is imaged using the same (u, v) co-
ordinates as our ALMA observations. Our model visibilities
are shown in Figure 2, while Figure 1 shows the model image
and the residuals between our unbinned observations and
our best-fit model, i.e. data −model. Note that the residu-
als are at most 10σ, and below 1σ when we subtract the
model from the binned data. Our residuals reveal a positive
residual in the south spanning from east-to-west, and nega-
tive residuals in the south and north . Because positive and
negative residuals are aligned with the disk major axis, we
argue that this may result from optical-depth effects.
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2017)
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λ Source Location
3mm
Image Rpeak 36.1±0.8 au
Model Rpeak 37.1 au
Image Rwall 22.9 au
Model Rwall 27.8 au
1.6µm
Model Rpeak 30.8 au
Model Rwall 28.3 au
Table 2. Radial locations of the outer-ring emission found from
images and best-fit models.
4 RESULTS
Radial intensity profiles along the disk’s PA of 113◦ are
shown in Figure 3a for our ALMA 3 mm image. We also
compare in Figure 3b the best-fit model profiles from our vis-
ibility analysis and the best model fit to the SPHERE/VLT
1.6 µm image from Pohl et al. (2017). From these profiles we
extract values for the location of the ring’s peak emission
(Rpeak). In addition to Rpeak, we report Rwall defined as in
de Juan Ovelar et al. (2013), i.e. the radial location where
the intensity is half of the difference between the gap mini-
mum intensity and the outer ring peak intensity. The radial
position of Rpeak resulting from our 3mm ALMA observa-
tions agree well (within 1 au) with our best-fit model (see
Table 2). Comparing our visibility modeling with the NIR
model provided by Pohl et al. (2017), we find that the 3mm
Rpeak is at a greater radial distance than the 1.6µm Rwall
by 8.8 au.
The central emission is unresolved by our beam of
∼10 au diameter and our visibility modeling suggests that
it is confined within a radius of only ∼ 1 au. The flux den-
sity measured over the ALMA beam is 0.55 ± 0.06mJy. By
extrapolating the hot (1400K) NIR SED-component (Olof-
sson et al. 2013) out to 3 mm, we find that only ∼2% of the
measured flux density could come from close-in micron-sized
grains. In addition, from the long-wavelength portion of the
SED (Pascucci et al. 2014) we calculate that no more than
∼ 30% of the central emission arises from free-free emission.
As such, most of the detected central emission is thermal
dust emission, likely from millimeter-sized grains. By de-
tecting the central 3 mm emission and spatially resolving the
outer ring, our ALMA image demonstrates that the disk of
T Cha has a gap at millimeter wavelengths and not a cavity.
Using the definition of Rwall for the locations of the in-
ner and outer edge of the gap, we estimate from our image
a gap size of ∼ 17.7 au. This should be considered a lower
limit as we do not spatially resolve the central mm emission.
The location of the gap’s outer edge found from our obser-
vation and modeling are 22.9 and 27.8 au respectively, with
the latter being very similar to the 28.3 au reported by Pohl
et al. (2017) from modeling the SPHERE images. By taking
the model Rwall to be the location of the gap outer edge, we
find an upper limit on the gap width of < 27.8 au (any larger
and the gap would extend to zero au and become a cavity).
5 DISCUSSION
Our continuum ALMA observations reveal a disk around
T Cha with three main dust components: an inner emission,
gap, and an outer ring. By modeling the real part of the
visibilities with a Nuker profile and a Gaussian, we can con-
strain the physical properties of these three components.
Our main result is the detection of an unresolved in-
ner disk (≤ 1 au radius, based on visibility modeling), where
most of the 3 mm flux density arises from thermal dust emis-
sion, likely from mm-sized grains (see Sect. 4). This, com-
bined with the already known outer emission, implies that
the disk of T Cha has a gap in the population of millimeter-
sized grains. Previous work has also inferred a very compact
inner disk in the NIR (Rout ≤ 0.17 au, Olofsson et al. 2011,
2013). Hence, whatever is the physical origin of the gap, it
has to allow a detectable inner disk at multiple wavelengths.
The detection of a gap, and not of a cavity, in combina-
tion with other properties inferred from our analysis, enables
us to exclude several mechanisms for the origin of the struc-
tures in the disk of T Cha. For instance, particle trapping
at the outer edge of a dead zone can create structures as
observed in transition disks (e.g. Flock et al. 2015; Ruge
et al. 2016). Inside a dead zone, where turbulent velocities
of particles are low, grain growth is efficient and small grains
are depleted. As a result, we expect to observe a NIR and a
mm-cavity of the same size. When an MHD disk wind acts
together with a dead zone, smaller cavities will be present
at shorter wavelengths. However, this latter scenario does
not preserve a long-lived inner disk because the MHD wind
removes efficiently the inner material, leaving a cavity, not
a gap (Pinilla et al. 2016b). As a consequence, a dead zone,
or a dead zone and MHD disk wind, is not a likely origin for
the observed gap in the disk of T Cha.
A gap may originate from central star-driven photo-
evaporation (second disk evolutionary stage in Figure 6 of
Alexander et al. 2014). While there is evidence in T Cha of a
disk wind that can be photoevaporative in nature (Pascucci
& Sterzik 2009; Sacco et al. 2012), photoevaporation predicts
only a specific combination of mass accretion rate and gap
size (see Figure 6 in Ercolano & Pascucci 2017). T Cha shows
strong photometric variability and UX Ori-like behavior, in-
ferred from significant changes of prominent emission lines,
such as Hα. If this variability is due to accretion episodes, the
mean accretion rate of T Cha is 4 × 10−9 M/year (Schisano
et al. 2009). With this mass accretion rate and our gap size
estimate ≥20 au, star-driven photoevaporation does not ap-
pear to be a plausible mechanism to open the gap seen in
the T Cha disk. This argument is valid even in the presence
of variability because the timescale for the hole to grow from
the initial gap opening radius to ∼20 au is longer than the
timescale for draining material by accretion. If the accretion
rate in the outer disk is variable then there will be episodes
when the inner disk refills and there is accretion onto the
star, which will reduce the gap size.
Both cavities and gaps are expected from planet-disk
interactions. While a cavity can be opened by a massive
planet, Pinilla et al. (2016a) demonstrated that an inner
disk can be maintained at timescales greater than 1 Myr for
planets of mass ∼ 1.0MJup. More massive planets filter out
all kind of grains (from micron- to mm/cm-sized particles),
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2017)
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Figure 3. (a) Comparison of radial intensities profiles (normalized to the intensity of the ring peak) from our ALMA image and best-fit
model image (using same u,v spacing). For the ALMA image (purple), the solid line is taken radially along T Cha’s PA towards the
NE, while the dashed lines is taken along the same line extending to the SW. Because our model is axisymmetric, we show only one
profile (red). The ALMA/3mm beam width along T Cha’s PA is 0.072′′. (b) Comparison of ring location at different wavelengths. Radial
intensities taken from best-fit models.
and as a result the inner disk is gone after few million years
of evolution.
The spatial segregation of small and large particles seen
in T Cha, as observed in the NIR and mm-emission respec-
tively, is another expected outcome of planet-disk interac-
tions, because the small grains are expected to follow the
gas while the large grains move and accumulate in pressure
maxima. Indeed, radial segregation of small vs. large grains
has been observed in different transition disks following the
expected results from planet-disk interaction models (Garufi
et al. 2013; Pinilla et al. 2015b). Using the wavelength-
dependent grain size relationships resulting from the 2D hy-
drodynamical and dust evolution models of de Juan Ovelar
et al. (2013), we can constrain the mass of the potential em-
bedded planet inside the gap. With the values reported in
Table 2, we find Rwall,NIR/Rpeak,mm = 0.8 which implies a
1.2MJup planet in the single-planet scenario and with the
specific disk properties assumed in de Juan Ovelar et al.
(2013) (model outcomes are sensitive to disk properties, es-
pecially viscosity). The planet mass is consistent with the
upper limits reported in Pohl et al. (2017), leaving open the
possibility that the gap in the disk of T Cha is carved by a
giant planet.
While a large millimeter gap can be consistent with a
single planet, Dong & Fung (2017) show that the width of
a single-planet gap observed at near-infrared wavelengths
should be only ∼ 30 − 40% of the gap radial location. Using
Rwall,NIR from Table 2 and the coronagraph mask diameter
of 185 mas gives a minimum NIR gap width of ∼ 18 au, which
is ≥64% of the gap’s radial location. As such it is unlikely
that the gap in the disk of T Cha is opened only by one
planet. Rather multiple embedded planets, whose individual
gaps overlap, contribute to open the large observed gap.
In summary, we find that the most likely origin for the
gap in the disk of T Cha is due to planet-disk interactions.
If the gap is carved by a single planet, we find that a mass
of 1.2MJup is required. However, because of the large gap
width, multiple less massive planets with overlapping gaps
are more probable. Future ALMA observations could con-
strain the size of a potential gap in the gas surface den-
sity (e.g. van der Marel et al. 2016), which is crucial to dis-
tinguish between single or multiple planets (e.g. Zhu et al.
2011).
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